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The Results of Raising a Child as a Good Citizen As parents, we all would like 

our youths to cultivate to be accountable citizens and moral people. We want

them to sense, ponder, and act with admiration for themselves as well as 

other people. We want them to hound their ownhappiness, while also being 

thoughtful of the necessities and the spirits of others. Just as children are 

deemed to go to the bathroom, solve basic math concepts, read, write and 

learn a little about events in history, so must they be channeled in evolving 

the ssets of citizenship that are cherished by their both theirfamilyand 

community in which they dwell. 

It is only through support and modeling by considerate grownups, children 

learn to be truthful and caring, to arise for their moralities, to be concerned 

about others, to act sensibly and make complete ethical alternatives. The 

extreme chance on a child being a good citizen in society depends on how 

well parents mold them. Adolescents who grow up with powerful, optimistic 

standards are better-off and they are good citizens. They are able to stabilize

their individual desires and needs versus those of other people and make 

positive contributions to society. 

Once characteristics such asrespect, responsibility, and resourcefulness has 

been instilled into children y parents they will cultivate to be good citizens 

and will be able to show a form of thoughtfulness and compassion towards 

others. The moral values demonstrated by parents will be portrayed through 

the child's character. The recompense for inspiring our children's progress is 

massive. An additional pointer is, f children do not acquire appropriate 

standards and conduct when they are very young they can encounter a vast 

amount of problems. 
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These children run into problems that has to deal witheducation, 

relationships, personal life, their community, and themselves as a whole. 

These glitches can burgeon with severe consequences as children grow 

older” dropping out of school, the use of drugs an alcohol, teenage 

pregnancy, violence, crime. These children who encounter this typical 

lifestyle does not enjoy theirchildhoodso in that scenario they make others 

ife worst. Instead of them showing good citizenship to society, they are being

a threat. 

There are many characteristics that parents express that evolves to children 

being good citizens. When parents are open to the differences of a child its 

shows a form of compassion and show that people have different viewpoints.

For example, if a child sees the neighbor with a head wrap on and he or she 

thinks he looks funny, it's up to the parents to tell the child its apart of that 

individualculture. Honesty and fairness is also another characteristic. 

Being honest has to do with being truthful with yourself and others. Fairness 

is acting in a Just way and making the right decision. When a child is exposed

to these traits they will know right from wrong and will never cheat 

themselves into anything. Last but not least, self-discipline is an essential 

factor in inspiring a child to be a good citizen. When a child has self- 

discipline, they know that there is a time and place for everything, the know 

how to act towards certain things or situations. 

The basic foundation of a child's growth is arents It a lot ot interest is snowed

towards the sprouting ot children, chances are that they will be molded into 

good citizens in society with ethical morals. Characteristics such as 
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compassion, fairness, honesty, and self-discipline, revolves around 

citizenship. The most essential thing we can do for our children is to assist 

them in obtaining standards and abilities they can depend on for the rest of 

their lives. In doing so, they will have the greatest probability of leading good

lives as a person and a good citizen of their society. 
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